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Executive Summary 

The aim of this project is to further our understanding of Fremantle container trade and its 
relationship to freight transport usage across Perth and Western Australia.  A particular focus of the 
project is to assist in the analysis of intermodal freight activity and to inform government policy aimed 
at improving intermodal usage into the future. 

The project includes analysis of the following aspects of the issue: 

• Identification and analysis of recent container trade growth trends  
• Short term container trade growth forecasts 
• Comparison of trade data with business enterprise data for Perth to link trade with land use 

and freight activity 
• Description of the industrial landscape of Perth in the context of intermodal terminal planning 
• Implications of findings for intermodal strategy and policy  

 
Growth in the Fremantle container trade 
 
Assessment of future demand for intermodal services in Perth is closely allied to assessment of the 
scale and nature of growth in international container trade through Fremantle.   
 
On the basis of recent trends, the outlook for the next 10 years to 2029 appears to be ‘low growth’ 
rather than ‘high growth’.  The long term trend (ie 50 years) is of course very difficult to estimate at 
the current point in the economic cycle. 
 
Since 2013, full import volumes have increased at 1.3% per year, while full exports have increased by 
4.6% per year.  Empty containers (in total) have remained steady in that period. 
 
Imports and exports grow in response to many different global and local factors.  For this study, trade 
growth in the short to medium term to 2029 is expected to follow a low growth trend.  Published 
Westport Taskforce longer term growth rates are also applied to generate future trade volumes in the 
table below. 
 
Table A – Forecast medium term and long term Fremantle trade growth rates to 2029 
 

 
 
Trade composition 
 
Containerised imports through Fremantle (like other Australian ports) are largely related to household 
consumption, and are unpacked in urban Perth locations for distribution and/or processing. Exports, 
conversely, include a large component of products with regional, rather than urban, origins (currently 

Annual 
growth rates Trade 2019 2024 2029

growth             
2019-29

1.5% Full imports 362,171       390,161       420,314       16%
2.5% Full exports 259,776       293,913       332,535       28%
0.0% MTs (all) 165,919       165,919       165,919       0%

Total 787,866       849,993       918,768       17%

Annual 
growth rates

Trade 2019 2029 2068 growth             
2019-29

growth             
2019-68

Full  imports 362,171       498,671       1,735,908    
Full  exports 259,776       357,684       1,245,122    
MTs (all) 165,919       228,453       795,260       

Total 787,866       1,084,808    3,776,290    

38% 379%3.25%

Low growth 
scenario

WestPort 
high growth 

scenario
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close to 50%).  Regional exports can be packed into containers at any convenient location between the 
origin and the port. 
 
Empty containers have been steady at around 160,000 TEU per year since 2013, as a response to rising 
full export volumes.  Empty container volumes are a residual function of the movement patterns of full 
containers. 
 
Figure B – Empty container trade Fremantle 1999-2019 
 

 
 
Intermodal demand in metropolitan Perth 
 
For this study the Land Use and Employment Survey database maintained by the Dept of Planning, 
Lands and Heritage has been used to illustrate the nature of each industrial area and to estimate the 
consumption of imported goods in each zone.  Similarly, the geographic origins of exports are 
estimated, using assumptions about the types of businesses that import and export goods of each 
commodity type. 
 
Commodity specific trade data for six years 2012-18 has been provided by Fremantle Ports Authority 
for the purpose.  The LUES database provides details on all businesses located in each industrial zone, 
including WASLUC codes and floorspace measurements.  By weighting each business according to its 
floorspace (as a proxy for scale), estimates have been made of the volumes of imports destined for 
each industrial area, and the same in reverse for exports. 
 
This analysis has focused on the sources and consumption of the containerised goods, rather than the 
packing and unpacking locations.  These latter locations are somewhat fluid – warehouses and logistics 
facilities are increasingly likely to move towards the areas that offer the best mix of land pricing, lot 
size, transport connections and proximity to end-users.  In recent times, much of this activity has 
aggregated in the outer south-eastern and eastern belt within the corridor marked by the Roe 
Highway and the freight railway line. 
 
The estimation of the significance of each industrial area as an originator of exported goods or as a 
consumer of imported goods is summarised in the table below.  
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Table C – Empty container trade Fremantle 1999-2019 
 

 
 
The attractive power of any intermodal terminals along this corridor will depend on their ability to co-
locate large import/export-oriented tenants, or have easy access to them, within, say, a 5km radius. 
  
Summary of findings – location of new intermodal terminals 
As available volume grows with trade growth over time, more intermodal terminal capacity will be 
required.  Potential terminal operators are already seeking access to sites which could accommodate 
IMTs under future scenarios described above.  Once rail services become commercially road-
competitive without any subsidy, the value of industrial land at and near these IMT sites will increase. 
 

Area Import (TEU) Cumulative % Area Export (TEU) Cumulative %

Canning Vale 39,850 11% Forrestfield 23,240               17%
Welshpool 34,590 20% Rockingham 19,059               30%
Kewdale 33,470 29% Welshpool 13,700               40%
Wangara 26,278 37% Kwinana 12,302               49%
Kwinana 25,743 44% Canning Vale 11,428               57%
Bibla Lake 22,231 50% Wangara 7,349                 62%
Hazelmere 17,879 54% Bibra Lake 7,269                 68%
Osborne Park 16,559 59% Malaga 5,679                 72%
Malaga 15,918 63% Kewdale 4,468                 75%
Forrestfield 14,880 67% Bayswater 3,245                 77%
Belmont 11,350 70% Hazelmere 3,169                 80%
O'Connor 8,295 73% Henderson 2,650                 81%
Jandakot 8,179 75% Hope Valley 2,560                 83%
Bayswater 7,842 77% O'Connor 2,511                 85%
Perth Airport 7,689 79% Osborne Park 2,538                 87%
Rockingham 6,546 81% Bentley 1,760                 88%
Bassendean 6,145 83% Bassendean 1,373                 89%
Balcatta 5,965 84% Maddington 1,130                 90%
Kenwick 5,308 86% Forrestdale 1,004                 91%
Cockburn 4,835 87% Jandakot 878                    91%
Maddington 4,439 88% Como 820                    92%
Perth City 3,709 89% Cockburn 815                    92%
Forrestdale 3,153 90% Belmont 814                    93%
High Wycombe 2,662 91% High Wycombe 782                    94%
Henderson 2,474 91% North Coogee 705                    94%
Joondalup 2,308 92% Middle Swan 665                    95%
Cannington 2,063 93% Other metro 7,587                 100%
Bentley 1,686 93% Total metro 139,502             
Swan View 1,672 94% Regional origins 96,971               
Beeliar 1,632 94% Empties 139,842             
Willetton 1,381 94% Total exports 376,315           
Hope Valley 1,250 95%
Other 19,561 100%
Empties 25,829
Total imports 393,371           
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For intermodal services to become road-competitive and genuinely attractive to importers and 
exporters, the inefficiencies of the current system (especially at NQRT) will need to be removed via 
redesign at Inner Harbour, or greenfields level playing field conditions at the Outer Harbour. 
 
In addition to infrastructure improvements, it will be vital to ensure that a system for managing high 
numbers of train movements between the port terminal and multiple IMTs is developed, to allow all 
operators to maximise asset utilisation rates and loadings required to facilitate low intermodal prices.  
 
The cost of short haul freight for importers is typically not high compared to the value of the goods 
being moved.  The importer is often blind to the choice of road or rail taken by its logistics service 
providers.  The logistics providers will locate their depots and warehouses wherever the costs of land 
and transport dictate. 
 
Most freight being transferred through an efficient and comprehensive intermodal system will be 
consigned in large volumes by 3PLs and large integrated freight forwarders, in a similar model to the 
long distance intermodal market. 
 
The most desirable locations for these companies to set up facilities will be in outer areas where large 
lots of land close to arterial transport links can be made available at attractive prices.  Intermodal 
terminal management will most likely not be the key profit-generating activity on these sites.  Rather, 
the value will come through the rents available from warehousing and related services on leased land 
in an IMT precinct. 
 
New IMTs will ideally be quite large facilities which will provide for co-location of logistics enterprises, 
and most likely one or more large export customer.  It will be important to offer scale, and an 
import/export balance to ensure that two-way loading can be offered to the rail service provider.  
Scale is also important to provide bargaining power over shipping lines which control the treatment of 
empty containers, and facilitate the matching of import loads with export loads, so as to keep empty 
container trips to a minimum. 
 
As successful IMTs are constructed, new logistics capability will become available, as warehouses and 
depots develop on site or nearby.  This new capacity will have advantages of scale and intermodal 
freight access, and will compete effectively with similar facilities in older, more constrained areas.  As 
the metropolitan area expands, demand for intermodal services will grow in outer metropolitan areas 
more than in the inner areas. 
 
The IMTs will therefore need to be developed in locations which offer: 
 

• the ability to connect a new siding(s) to the freight network 
• surrounding industrial land suitable for 24/7 logistics operations 
• good arterial road links and access 
• large lot sizes 
• attraction to major export packing operations (such as grain, hay or mineral sands) 
• reasonable proximity to the broader manufacturing and distribution economy (ie in existing 

industrial zones) 
 
The most likely areas offering this set of characteristics are in the arc between Kenwick and Midland, 
with Perth Airport’s northern section seemingly a prime location at this point in time. 
 
Depending on the timing of a move of the container port from Inner Harbour to Outer Harbour, an 
improved IMT in the Kwinana area might also be possible.  Once the Outer Harbour port is developed, 
however, a Kwinana IMT could become redundant.  (The role for a future port-located IMT at Latitude 
32 may emerge, depending on the eventual Outer Harbour port’s landside logistics design.)  
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New industrial land releases should be marketed as suitable for logistics/distribution facilities, rather 
than genuine manufacturing or processing activities.  Moorebank in Sydney provides a template for 
this type of development.  The exception to this would be for export-oriented processors (such as 
barley malting), which aggregate large volumes of agricultural produce for processing and subsequent 
export of the processed product, and consequently would be very attractive intermodal clients in the 
IMT development area.  
 
To handle projected growth, one potential framework for development of the intermodal system and 
new IMT capacity is presented below:  
 
System Development Phase (0-2 years) 
 

A. Establish intermodal system characteristics within which IMTs will operate, including: 
 

• Confirm port development options (Inner Harbour, transition to Outer Harbour or 
maintenance of both) 

• Provide for level playing field at port terminal(s) eg via stevedoring lease conditions and NQRT 
contract terms 

• Future extension, conclusion or redesign of subsidy system 
• Define pathing and port terminal ‘windows’ protocols 
• Investigate how technology can improve container handling at new OH port 
• Define role of Latitude 32 IMT in context of all port development and IM system options 
• Transition period towards shared train resources and central asset management as volume 

grows 
• Develop standards and protocols for approval and funding of new sidings  
• Terminal efficiency requirements (lifting rates, truck space, etc) 
• Define minimum train performance standards 
• Etc 

 
B. Determine policy on the nature and scale of government support for IMT infrastructure and 

operations, including: 
 

• Use of capital grants for connections and sidings 
• Purchase or provision of suitable IMT land for lease 
• Investment in gantries or other equipment 
• None of the above – leave it to the market to develop and fund IMTs 
• Etc 
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Terminal Development Phase (0-10 years) 
 

Priority / 
Timeframe 

Potential IMT 
Location 

Service to… Potential 
container 
volumes 

Recommendations 
for government 

0-2 years Kenwick Kenwick to 
Canning Vale 
area including 
Perth Markets 

100,000 TEUs Confirm operational 
capabilities in line 
with system plan 

Forrestfield / 
Perth Airport 
 
 

Welshpool to 
Hazelmere 

500,000 TEU Explore potential for 
Moorebank style 
business park 

2-5 years Muchea / 
Bullsbrook 
 
 
 
 

Bulk exporters, 
mining inputs 
hub 

200,000 TEU Take lead to 
integrate two 
discrete freight tasks 
into IM system 
model 

5-10 years Mundijong Bulk exporters 
eg mineral 
sands, general 
import freight 

200,000 TEU Identify economic 
conditions which 
would attract 
business to this area 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Project Scope 

The aim of this project is to further our understanding of Fremantle container trade and its 
relationship to freight transport usage across Perth and Western Australia.  A particular focus of the 
project is to assist in the analysis of intermodal freight activity and to inform government policy aimed 
at improving intermodal usage into the future. 

The project includes analysis of the following aspects of the issue: 

• Identification and analysis of recent container trade growth trends  
• Short term container trade growth forecasts 
• Comparison of trade data with business enterprise data for Perth to link trade with land use 

and freight activity 
• Description of the industrial landscape of Perth in the context of intermodal terminal planning 
• Implications of findings for intermodal strategy and policy  

The main sources of data for this analysis are: 

• Detailed container trade data provided by Fremantle port Authority and other sources 
• A subset of the Land Use and Employment Survey (LUES) database, provided by Dept of 

Planning, Lands and Heritage (DPLH) 

PATREC would like to thank FPA and DPLH for the use of the data sets. 

2 Port trade  

2.1 Trade growth rates  

Intermodal freight is defined here as the movement of sea freight containers between the Inner 
Harbour container berths and importers and exporters via rail transport and intermodal terminals 
(IMTs) in the Perth metropolitan area.  Potential intermodal demand is, at the highest level, a function 
of port trade volume, and particularly of forecast growth over time.  A range of secondary factors 
further refine the estimation of demand for intermodal service, including the relative costs of 
intermodal vs road transport, the importance of time and convenience to shippers, and the suitability 
of various goods and commodities to the container handling techniques used by each mode. 

This section focuses on the primary issue of the number of import and export containers that cross the 
Inner Harbour berths.   

In addition to the total numbers of containers imported and exported, the mix of containers between 
different categories is very relevant. 

These categories include: 

• import v export 
• full v empty 
• 20 foot vs 40 foot 
• Dry vs refrigerated 
• Food grade vs non-food 
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Any growth forecasting analysis must take into account the forces which impact on each of these 
variables.  To add another dimension to the issue, the commodities or products being carried in each 
container also should be understood, since volume growth for different types of goods will affected by 
quite different local and global factors. 

It is very difficult to project future container trade volume estimates at a particular port because of the 
mix of global, local, economic, technological, climatic and commercial factors that affect growth rates 
for different types of goods. 

For instance, import volumes in Australian ports are closely aligned with household consumption rates 
and therefore, factors such as population growth and economic indicators of wealth and spending.  
They are also related to national industrial policy and the competitiveness of Australian domestic 
manufacturing. 

Exports are more mixed, and less directly related to the domestic economic indicators.  A large 
proportion of containerised exports are agricultural products, which can be affected by climatic and 
agronomic factors, as much as by global demand trends and competitiveness.    

A large proportion of total trade is the movement of empty containers.  Where there is an imbalance 
between volumes of imported and exported goods, a surplus of import containers must be exported 
empty to be allocated to demand in another part of the world.  Empty containers typically make up a 
large proportion of exports in all Australian ports.   

There is also a (smaller) proportion of imports comprised of empty containers.  These containers are 
brought into the port because of a shortage of suitable containers on hand to meet export demand.  
For instance, grains are typically exported in food grade 20-foot containers, which are relatively under-
represented in import trade. Heavy bulk products like mineral sands also mostly use 20-footers.   If 
exports of these commodities increase, it is increasingly likely that empty containers will need to be 
sourced from overseas. 

The mismatch between full and empty containers is also exacerbated by the fact that each sea freight 
carrier (shipping line) uses its own shipping containers, and generally does not share them with 
competitors.  Thus it is likely that the most optimal exchanges of containers between importers and 
exporters cannot always occur, due to differences in ownership of containers which would otherwise 
be suitable for exchange. 

2.2 Future growth of container trade 

Future demand for intermodal services is closely related to the levels of trade in both full and empty 
containers in the import and export directions.  At present, export containers tend to constitute the 
platform for the customer base of intermodal services, despite total exports being less in volume than 
total imports.  Major export customers can provide more concentrated volume than can container 
importers, since import demand is much more fragmented (eg among a large range of retail and 
wholesale importers).  Intermodal operators prefer to deal with a small number of large customers, 
since this greatly simplifies sales and administrative workloads and helps ensure steady traffic on the 
rail services. 

Full imports, full exports, empty imports and empty exports all grow in response to different factors 
and influence each other to some extent.  Estimating future demand depends on understanding how 
each of these container categories will grow, and whether growth in one category will be balanced by 
a reduction in another.  For instance, growth in full 20-foot import containers could substitute for 
some empty container imports, if they can be exchanged with 20-foot export loads.  In this 
circumstance, import volume growth would not translate to overall container volume growth.  
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Predicting container trade growth in any one port is very difficult, given the huge variety of factors that 
contribute to the trend.  The first tendency is to review historic trade growth rates and try to 
extrapolate from these.  Cursory examination of Fremantle trade volumes over the last twenty years 
suggests an overall growth rate of 7.2% pa. 

 
Table 1 – Fremantle imports 1999-2019 

 

A more detailed examination reveals that growth has been tapering off over the last 6 years, after a 
boom period ending in 2012. This is best illustrated by looking at full containers separately from empty 
containers. 

 
Table 2 – Fremantle imports 2013-19  

 

Full container volumes have grown by only 1.7% per year on average since 2013.  The noticeable 
increase in empty imports appears to be a response to extra demand for 20 foot containers to meet an 
increase in grain exports (see Table 4). 

Australian import volumes are closely related to population levels in the cities and states supported by 
each port, as indicated in the table. 

 

 
Table 3 – Comparison of full import volumes with population served by Australian container ports (2018) 
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 full  empty  total imports

Imports 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

full 329,933       340,910       355,620       347,023       343,020              367,542       362,171       

empty 13,967         23,007          27,312          22,049         25,650                25,829         40,307         
total 343,900       363,917       382,932       369,072       368,670              393,371       402,478       
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Source – published port and population data for 2018 

A strong correlation between full import volumes and population can be seen, particularly between 
Sydney, Melbourne and Fremantle.  (A more detailed analysis of this correlation over time for each 
port would be necessary to determine whether population is a consistently reliable indicator of 
containerised import volume.) 

Future import growth will remain linked to population growth, unless other factors act to change the 
arithmetic relationship.  These change factors could include local factors such as: 

• Household consumption rates 
• Falling production costs 
• Manufacturing in Australia competing with imported goods 
• Income and wealth trends affecting buying power etc  

Additionally, global factors affecting trade volumes will be in play: 

• Slowing of rate of transfer of commodity types from bulk shipping to containers 
• Changing trade relationships between low cost manufacturing companies and western 

markets 
• Changing logistics and supply chain structures with e-commerce 
• Impact of smart packaging, increasing container weights while reducing numbers  

All these factors need to be studied in detail to develop a good sense of the longer term growth trend 
for import volumes. 

Future export volumes are a function of a separate range of factors.  A large percentage of exports are 
comprised of primary products originating in rural regions, such as grain, hay and mineral sands 
products, with the remainder being urban-based manufactures and other outputs. 

The rural product volumes are a function of factors such as: 

• Global supply chain demand trends 
• Agricultural production efficiency and climatic factors 
• Resource levels and production costs 

 

Urban exports are more likely to be related to local economic factors such as: 

• GDP and other indicators 
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• Population trends 
• Local manufacturing competitiveness 

 

2.3 Analysis of recent Fremantle port trade 
2.3.1 Imports 

As noted above, imports of goods have grown only modestly since 2012 (at 1.7% pa), after a long 
period of higher growth.   

Since the end of the last resources boom in 2012, population growth in WA has fallen, and currently 
stands at an estimated 0.9% for the year to December 20181.  Population growth is higher in eastern 
states, partially reflecting stronger economic conditions.  National migration numbers are key to future 
growth rates, since the natural birth rate is in decline.  Net overseas migration peaked at around 
300,000 in 2007/08, after a short period of rapid growth, but has since fallen back to 237,000 in 20182. 

A period of slower population growth can be expected in the short term, due to political pressures 
regarding immigration issues, and perhaps more importantly, concerns over the capacity of cities to 
accommodate growth. 

 
2.3.2 Exports  

Exports, on the other hand, have increased in recent times (2013-18) by a healthy 4.6% pa, albeit with 
more variance from year to year.    

Table 4 shows the mix of export commodities, broadly defined as either regional or metropolitan by 
origin.   
  

 
 
1 ABS Demographic Statistics 
2 ABS Catalogue 3412, Migration in Australia, 2018 
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Table 4 – Fremantle exports 2013-19 by commodity type 

 

Source – FPA trade data and PATREC categorisation 

Three of the four largest categories of export commodities are of regional origin in nature – hay, grain 
and minerals (including mineral sands such as titanium and zircon products).    The graph below 
illustrates the mix of commodity types of regional origins vs metropolitan origins. 

 

Figure 1 – Fremantle trade – exports 2013-19 by geographical origin 

 

Source – FPA trade data, PATREC categorisation 

origin product type 12/13 13/14 14/15 15/16 16/17 17/18 18/19

reg grain 23,370          30,385          33,751          29,017          33,644          34,640          53,152          
reg hay 26,800          32,143          33,974          30,681          38,483          45,628          49,761          
metro food and drink 22,916          28,024          31,939          31,147          29,335          34,668          37,602          
reg minerals 21,433          23,400          24,438          22,831          26,068          28,044          25,838          
metro metals 15,177          16,326          17,913          18,123          19,090          23,086          25,341          
metro paper 21,595          20,607          21,522          21,741          21,702          21,686          21,060          
metro chemicals 7,592            11,712          11,861          9,830            10,023          10,083          12,400          
metro machinery 5,763            5,972            6,900            7,883            7,548            6,642            7,388            
metro manufactures 5,970            7,839            6,618            6,583            6,860            7,501            7,109            
metro textiles 6,393            7,238            7,233            7,073            7,644            7,935            6,899            
metro construction materials 1,649            5,723            3,491            2,850            2,533            4,073            2,664            
metro metal manufactures 3,625            4,933            6,174            3,545            2,269            2,657            2,627            
reg timber 3,667            3,310            4,952            1,926            1,696            4,487            2,341            
metro removals 2,614            3,163            3,771            3,630            3,134            2,674            2,284            
metro petroleum 398               232               154               358               791               798               1,547            
reg fertil iser 434               459               1,041            593               609               147               589               
metro retail 308               476               422               629               368               290               258               
metro appliances 228               142               173               189               168               158               203               
metro furniture 104               122               109               130               126               91                  79                  
metro packages 547               1,380            48                  4                    
other unclassified 3,896            2,319            5,919            3,547            2,712            1,185            744               

Total full containers (TEU) 174,479       205,905       222,403       202,306       214,803       236,473       259,890       

Empty containers (TEU) 151,903       133,505       138,160       143,729       132,474       139,842       125,673       

Total (TEU) 326,382       339,410       360,563       346,035       347,277       376,315       385,563       

 -
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 200,000
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 300,000
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Over the 6 year period 2013-19, volumes of metropolitan commodities increased by 34%, while 
regional commodities grew 74%.   

For the twelve months to June 2019, full exports in total increased by 23,000 TEU (10%) over the 
previous year.  The majority of this increase is explained by a 18,500 TEU increase in grain exports, to a 
record 53,152 TEU.  Some of this increase is likely to be related to substitution of grain normally 
exported from the east coast, which is was in the grip of severe drought through 2018/19. 

This large increase in full exports was mitigated by a 15,000 TEU decrease in empty exports.  The 
reasons for this reduction presumably relate to the greater availability of full loads for import 
containers that would otherwise be exported empty. 

Comparing volume growth from 2017/18 to 2018/19, shows the great disparity in the rates of change 
for each category of containers. 

 Table 5 – Fremantle container trade growth comparison 2018 v 2019 

 

Imports, exports and total volumes all grew by 2.4% over the year.  Yet full imports declined 1.5% and 
full exports increased by 9.9%.  Clearly there are different forces acting on all these trade components, 
within an overall growth pattern, as outlined below. 

The next two graphs illustrate how empty container volumes have changed over the last 20 years in 
Fremantle. 

Figure 2 shows the relationship between empty import and export volumes. Figure Y shows them as a 
percentage of total imports and exports.   

Most empty containers are exports.  From 1999-2002, empty imports and exports were very similar in 
number.  After that, during the long boom in trade, empty exports grew substantially to 2012 (to 49% 
of total exports), while empty import volumes fell.  Since the end of the trade growth boom in 2013, 
empty exports have begun to fall while imports have grown.  Figure 3 suggests there is a significant 
inverse relationship between the percentage that empties comprise of imports and exports 
  

2018 2019 TEU %
Full 367,542       362,171        -5,371 -1.5%
Empty 25,829         40,307          14,478 56.1%

Total 393,371       402,478        9,107 2.3%

Full 236,473       259,776        23,303 9.9%
Empty 139,842       125,612        -14,230 -10.2%

Total 376,315       385,388        9,073 2.4%

All Total 769,686       787,866        18,180 2.4%

increase

Imports

Exports

Fremantle container 
trade (TEU)
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Figure 2 – Fremantle trade 1999-2019 – empty import vs export containers   

 

 

Figure 3 – Empty containers as % of total imports & exports Fremantle 1999-2019 

 

Since the end of the resources boom in 2013, full import volumes have been rising in accord with a low 
growth trend, paralleling population growth.  Full exports have been increasing at a greater rate, partly 
driven by strong growth in primary produce. 

Meanwhile, empty container volumes have stabilised at around 165,000 TEU (imports and exports 
combined). 

 
2.3.3 Trends for 20- and 40-foot containers 

Most statistical treatments of trade growth focus on TEU numbers.  In this paper, a more nuanced 
analysis is used to examine growth trends for various container types in isolation.  This is important to 
the intermodal demand analysis that follows.  It is useful to understand how the import and export 
movements of 20- and 40-foot containers behave, as well as of the total numbers.  The use of the 
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different sized containers by various commodity groupings is important to an understanding of the 
relationship between full and empty movements for each type. 

Port of Fremantle container trade data used in this analysis classifies every container consignment 
according to the size and type of container (20- or 40-footer, dry vs refrigerated etc).  For this analysis, 
all container movements have been consolidated into 20- and 40-foot categories, so that broad 
growth trends for each size can be identified and studied.   

The graph below illustrates the remarkably steady relationship between use of 20-foot and 40-foot 
containers over the last 6 years. 

 
Figure 4 – ratio of 40-foot container use to total trade volumes Fremantle 2012-18 (TEUs) 

 

For example, full imports in 40-foot containers have stayed steady at 66% of total imports throughout 
the 6-year period, despite the variations in the commodity mix.  Full exports in 40-foot containers have 
hovered between 51-57% of total trade, and increased slightly (largely on the back of recent growth of 
hay exports). 
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Table 6 – Fremantle container trade 2013-19 by container type (expressed in TEUs) 

 

Source – derived from FPA trade data 

The table shows the similarities and differences between the growth trends for each type.  Forty-foot 
containers account for a majority of both imports and exports (in TEU terms).  Ratios of empty 
containers to full containers differ in that 20-foot empties amount to only 14% of total 20-foot 
volumes, while 40-foot empties are 25% of the total (2019).  In both categories, this ratio has fallen 
steadily since 2013, as export growth as exceeded import growth, allowing more opportunity for full 
exchange. 

The marked (48%) rise in the numbers of full 40-footers exported over the period is explained when 
export commodity categories are examined. 

The table below shows that much of the growth is comprised of increases in the volumes of hay 
(19,300 TEU), food and drink (8,800 TEU) and metal manufactures (3,850 TEU). 

 
  

40 foot containers 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

full imports 216,816   223,274   234,726   231,036   228,126   244,298   245,136   28,320     13%
MT imports 6,770       7,812       10,694     8,986       11,636     12,178     16,550     9,780       144%
full exports 96,406     104,484   118,458   112,272   119,746   135,926   142,778   46,372     48%
MT exports 119,808   114,806   114,576   117,128   109,650   114,490   112,712   7,096-       -6%

MT % 29% 27% 26% 27% 26% 25% 25%

20 foot containers 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

full imports 113,148   117,669   121,126   116,344   114,987   123,313   117,205   4,057       4%
MT imports 7,166       15,162     16,386     12,706     13,921     13,582     23,812     16,646    232%
full exports 78,114     101,512   103,996   90,109     95,113     100,595   117,112   38,998     50%
MT exports 32,054     18,608     23,533     26,526     22,768     25,304     12,961     19,093-    -60%

MT % 17% 13% 15% 16% 15% 15% 14%

all containers 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

full imports 329,964   340,943   355,852   347,380   343,113   367,611   362,341   32,377     10%
MT imports 13,936     22,974     27,080     21,692     25,557     25,760     40,362     26,426    190%
full exports 174,520   205,996   222,454   202,381   214,859   236,521   259,890   85,370     49%
MT exports 151,862   133,414   138,109   143,654   132,418   139,794   125,673   26,189-    -17%

MT % 25% 22% 22% 23% 22% 22% 21%

growth (2013-19)

growth (2013-19)

growth (2013-19)
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Table 7 – Full exports in 40-foot containers 2013-18 (expressed in TEUs)  

 

The ‘food and drink’ category includes fresh fruit and vegetables, meat and processed foods.  The table 
below shows steady growth in all of these product types. 

Table 8 -Full 40 foot container exports in the ‘food and drink’ category (TEUs) 

 

Source – FPA trade data (commodity classification) 

The use of 40-foot containers for hay and fresh produce ensures that growth in rural and primary 
production will be split between 20- and 40-footers, helping to ensure reasonable volumes of each 
type can be exchanged (thereby limiting the numbers of empty moves). 

Most containerised commodities are suited to either the 20-foot or 40-foot container type, usually as a 
function of their mass and density.  Heavy bulk materials typically move in 20-foot containers, because 
of the inefficiency of using lightly loaded 40-foot containers, and the restrictions on weight arising 
from road freight mass limits. (Most containers will be moved by truck on public roads at some point in 
their journey).   Thus grain and minerals, when not carried in bulk mode, will typically be carried in 

Export 40 foot containers - 
category (TEUs)

1213 1314 1415 1516 1617 1718
growth 

(2013-18)

hay 25,926         28,864         32,214         29,220         38,002         45,224         74%
paper 21,546         20,528         21,488         21,596         21,670         21,656         1%
food and drink 13,082         17,250         19,096         19,410         18,506         21,884         67%
grain 7,170           4,822           6,830           7,298           8,184           9,436           32%
manufactures 5,314           6,850           6,044           5,908           6,202           6,866           29%
metals 3,604           4,094           5,856           5,714           5,944           7,460           107%
machinery 3,786           3,966           4,714           5,960           5,794           4,876           29%
textiles 2,828           3,818           3,706           3,730           4,748           5,380           90%
chemicals 2,604           2,252           3,022           3,310           3,532           3,776           45%
timber 3,104           2,810           4,494           1,478           1,046           4,070           31%
metal manufactures 2,404           3,260           4,108           2,528           1,570           1,900           -21%
removals 1,546           1,824           2,308           2,394           2,036           1,730           12%
construction materials 256              978              418              500              198              164              
retail 218              360              308              486              238              250              
minerals 152              362              226              236              308              222              
packages 292              960              12                 
appliances 168              96                 116              120              116              124              
furniture 66                 56                 34                 78                 66                 70                 
fertiliser 50                 24                 100              26                 22                 18                 
empty (code error) 24                 70                 36                 54                 22                 24                 
petroleum 10                 14                 12                 10                 4                   12                 
unclassified 2,256           1,226           3,316           2,216           1,538           784              

Total 96,406         104,484      118,458      112,272      119,746      135,926      

40 foot exports - food and drink  1213 1314 1415 1516 1617 1718
growth 

(2013-18)

FRESH FRUIT AND VEGETABLES 5,416           5,332           5,498           6,808           7,578           8,902           64%
FRESH MEAT - CHILLED OR FROZEN 3,924           5,438           5,052           4,690           4,766           5,558           42%
OTHER CEREALS AND CEREAL PREPARATIONS 1,842           4,230           5,588           3,930           3,304           3,836           108%
OTHER ANIMAL FOODS PREPARED 1,124           1,234           1,642           2,560           1,668           2,224           98%
DAIRY PRODUCTS 30                 2                   246              284              344              680              
WINE AND VERMOUTH 102              88                 134              138              136              214              
CRUDE ANIMAL AND VEGETABLE MATERIALS 102              104              144              184              286              114              
OTHER FOOD PREPARATIONS 542              822              792              816              424              356              

Total (TEUs) 13,082         17,250         19,096         19,410         18,506         21,884         
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smaller sized containers.  Hay, Western Australia’s most important export commodity in containers, is 
less dense than grain, and uses 40-foot containers. 

The preference for container size by commodity categories is shown in Table 9 (next page).  This table 
is produced from FPA trade data 2013-18 and represents the annual average in that period. 

Some key observations: 

• Most commodity categories exhibit a strong ‘preference’ for either 20-foot or 40-foot 
containers.  Few categories exhibit splits in the range 30-70%, which indicates that one 
particular size is routinely used for most shippers of goods.  This data does not provide any 
indication as to whether export commodities are shifted from one size to another if/when 
there is a shortage of the de-facto preferred size. 

• Exports in the ‘Paper’ category are almost entirely made up of waste paper, presumably being 
sent overseas for recycling, and use 40-foot containers exclusively.   Recent changes to 
Australia’s trading partners’ willingness to accept waste may lead to reductions in this category 
in the near future. 

• Imports of paper also use 40-foot containers, but these are not waste paper consignments – 
they are bulk paper and newsprint, to be used by local printing operations. 

• Heavy bulk products (imports and exports) have a strong preference for 20-footers.  Lighter 
manufactures (especially imports). 

 

2.4 Conclusions for prediction of future trade growth rates   

The growth trends over the last 6 years since the end of the last resources boom in WA have been 
remarkably steady, and summarised as: 

• Full imports have grown steadily but slowly (1.3% pa), and closely related to population 
growth and household consumptions. 

• Full exports have grown more rapidly (4.6% pa) and with more volatility, on the back of strong 
increases in agricultural and primary product exports, and lesser increases in urban-origin 
products such as manufactured goods.   

• Consequently, increased matching of imports and export volumes has led to stalled growth of 
empty container volumes, with imports and exports tending towards an inverse relationship. 

• Proportional usage of 20-foot and 40-foot containers has been very steady over the period 

Prediction of future trade volumes is fraught with difficulty, given the large range of global and local 
factors which influence trade patterns.  However, it is fairly clear that Western Australia is in a low 
growth phase at present, with no indications of any economic ’booms’ on the horizon. Similarly, there 
are no major structural supply chain adjustments coming into view which would disrupt trading 
volumes, although these issues can arise without warning.  

For instance: 

Western Australia is heavily dependent on supply from eastern states for a range of processed foods 
and other goods, currently ‘imported’ to the state by rail.  Some switching between rail freight and 
coastal shipping would have an impact on container import volumes. 

There has already been a shift in some categories away from national distribution of imported goods 
via Sydney and Melbourne, towards regional distribution systems in WA, Queensland and South 
Australia, which led to increases in imports in the 5 years to 2013.  This adjustment is complete, but 
further changes to national distribution patterns could arise again in the future. 
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Table 9 – container types used for Fremantle container trade (2013-18) – annual average 

  

Source - FPA trade data and PATREC categorisation

Exports - categories Imports - categories

Mostly 20-footers 20s 40s all 20-foot % Mostly 20-footers 20s 40s all 20-foot %

grain 23,511     7,290       30,801     76% chemicals 19,212     4,464       23,676     81%
minerals 24,118     251           24,369     99% minerals 4,769       268           5,037       95%
metals 12,841     5,445       18,286     70% petroleum products 3,158       508           3,666       86%
chemicals 7,101       3,083       10,184     70% metals 1,415       1,202       2,618       54%
construction materials 2,968       419           3,387       88% fertil iser 1,858       441           2,299       81%
fertil iser 507           40             547           93% grain 858           74             932           92%
petroleum 445           10             455           98%

Total 71,490     16,538     88,028     Total 31,271     6,957       38,228     

Mostly 40-footers 20s 40s all 40-foot % Mostly 40-footers 20s 40s all 40-foot %

hay 1,377       33,242     34,618     96% manufactures 11,952     37,138     49,090     76%
food and drink 11,467     18,205     29,672     61% metal manufactures 19,606     27,972     47,578     59%
paper 62             21,414     21,476     100% food and drink 14,909     27,530     42,438     65%
textiles 3,218       4,035       7,253       56% machinery 8,293       21,383     29,676     72%
manufactures 698           6,197       6,895       90% furniture 3,992       25,100     29,092     86%
machinery 1,935       4,849       6,785       71% construction materials 11,545     14,172     25,718     55%
metal manufactures 1,239       2,628       3,867       68% paper 3,517       20,424     23,942     85%
timber 506           2,834       3,340       85% appliances 1,913       14,274     16,187     88%
removals 1,191       1,973       3,164       62% textiles 2,975       11,392     14,367     79%
retail 106           310           416           75% retail 2,262       9,314       11,576     80%
packages 119           211           329           64% timber 299           3,763       4,062       93%
appliances 53             123           176           70% removals 1,498       1,711       3,209       53%
furniture 52             62             114           54% packages 59             182           241           76%

hay 38             85             123           69%

Total 22,021     96,083     118,104   Total 82,858     214,440   297,298   

unclassified 1,396       1,928       3,323       unclassified 3,636       8,315       11,951    
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The rise of e-commerce has led to significant increases in the number of consignments entering 
Australia.  Consumers in Perth now receive a range of goods sourced overseas, to their front doors by 
service providers by-passing the traditional retail supply chains.  Whether this trend will lead to any 
increase in the numbers of containers arriving at Fremantle is unclear.  It will, however, lead to 
changes in local warehousing and distribution practice.   

The requirement for next- or same-day delivery now means that many products ordered online from 
overseas, are actually fulfilled from stocks already positioned in local warehouses.  Such stocks have 
been pre-positioned by suppliers who can accurately predict demand from their customer data 
resources, thus limiting supply chain delays. 

This trend, although radical for consumers and logistics providers, does not necessarily impact on the 
number of containers being imported.   

2.5 Trade growth forecast 

In the short to medium term, Western Australian container trade will stay in step with economic and 
demographic growth in the state.  Imports will grow by between 1-2% per year, and exports will grow 
by between 2-3% pa, subject to occasional interruptions to agricultural export growth due to climatic 
factors. 

Empty container volumes will be static, continuing the trend of the last 6 years.  Similarly, the mix of 
20- and 40-foot containers will stay very similar. 

In the longer term, it can be assumed that resources booms and busts, climate change, global 
recessions and many other unforeseeable events will add significant variations to this forecast short 
term trend. 

Application of these growth rates to the current trade level suggests that by 2029, volumes will have 
grown by about 17% from 2019 volumes. 

 
Table 10 – Forecast short term trade growth Fremantle 2019-29 (TEUs) 

  

Notwithstanding the current low growth trend, it is noted that the Westport Taskforce has assumed 
long term growth equivalent to 3.25% per annum to 2068 as its baseline figure for port planning 
purposes.   This growth rate is applied in the analysis below as a high growth scenario forecast. 

 
Table 11 – Forecast longer term trade growth Fremantle 2019-68 (Westport Taskforce forecast) 

 

Annual 
growth rates Trade 2019 2024 2029

growth             
2019-29

1.5% Full imports 362,171       390,161       420,314       16%
2.5% Full exports 259,776       293,913       332,535       28%
0.0% MTs (all) 165,919       165,919       165,919       0%

Total 787,866       849,993       918,768       17%

Annual 
growth rates

Trade 2019 2029 2068 growth             
2019-29

growth             
2019-68

Full  imports 362,171       498,671       1,735,908    
Full  exports 259,776       357,684       1,245,122    
MTs (all) 165,919       228,453       795,260       

Total 787,866       1,084,808    3,776,290    

38% 379%3.25%
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2.6 Demand for intermodal services 
2.6.1 Industrial landscape 

The industrial landscape of Perth is always changing, as businesses rise and fall, change their activities 
and relocate to capture operational or commercial benefits.  General growth in demand for industrial 
land must also be accommodated, so new estates are planned (by the public sector) and developed 
(by the private sector) to cater for this. 

Perth has a mix of old and new industrial zones, which each exhibit some defining characteristics.  
Older industrial estates in inner suburbs feature small lots and streets designed for relatively small 
vehicles.  These estates often accommodate small manufacturing, wholesale and distribution 
businesses, sometimes with a large anchor tenant or two. 

Newer estates closer to the outskirts of the metropolitan region feature larger lots, with road access 
designed for larger vehicles, usually close to arterials roads and highways.  These estates are 
increasingly home to large warehousing and distribution businesses. 

Nearly all Western Australia’s heavy industry is located in the Kwinana industrial area.  Heavy industry 
includes chemical and plastic production, bulk material processing, power generation and steel milling 
etc, as well as facilities supporting bulk exports. 

The map over the page, reproduced from the Dept of Planning, Lands and Heritage (DPLH)’s latest 
Economic and Employment Lands Strategy, shows the locations of current (at 2012) and planned 
industrial developments in metropolitan Perth.  
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Figure 5 – Current and planned industrial zones in Metropolitan Perth    

 

Source - DPLH – Economic and Employment Lands Strategy, 2015 

Legend: Purple = Existing industrial areas; Red = development in short term (to 2020); Blue = development in 
medium term (to 2025); Grey = Development in longer term (2025 +). 

The map illustrates the locations of new planned industrial zones to accommodate growth in the short, 
medium and long terms.  There is a reasonably long lead time between the identification and gazettal 
of new zones, the provision of services, sale of land and eventual development and letting of tenancies 
etc.  Much of the land designated for the longer term would face many environmental and 
administrative hurdles before approved for development. 
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The average annual demand for new industrial land is 99 hectares.3  The EELS suggests that available 
land within existing approved zones (to 2012) amounted to around 1100 hectares, and that new 
estates would also be needed to support forecast demand.  

In the time since this map was published, some of the short term development areas have proceeded 
to the approval stage, and construction is under way or completed.  Examples of these are the 
Jandakot Airport zone, which has been tenanted for some time, and the Kenwick area which is in the 
process of development in 2019. 

In 2018, DPLH released structural and sub-
regional plans under the Perth and Peel @ 
3.5 million banner.  The map shows 
proposed new industrial area capacity in 
dark purple, primarily in the Latitude 32 area 
as well as Bullsbrook/Muchea.  Other areas, 
shown in purple hatching, also in outer 
regions, are identified for future 
investigation. 

All of the new areas identified in planning 
documents other than Latitude 32 are in 
outer districts, suggesting that the average 
distance of premises in industrial zones from 
the port districts of Fremantle and Kwinana 
will increase over time. 

 
2.6.2 Nature of activities in industrial 

zones – LUES database 

The nature of businesses in the various 
industrial zones of Perth is fairly 
homogenous, reflecting the fairly narrow 
range of industrial and commercial activities 
that define the state’s urban economy.  In 
order to appreciate this issue, data from the 
DPLH’s Land Use and Employment Survey 
(LUES) 2017 is used and analysed here. 

The LUES database is a resource built up via 
a survey of businesses occupying premises in each of the industrial and commercial zones in 
metropolitan Perth.  Each business on the premises provides details of the nature of its activities, the 
number of employees on site and the floorspace measurements given over to a range of functions 
(including operations, office, storage, sales etc). 

Categorisation of these business activities is via the WASLUC industrial activity classification system, 
which is a four level system built on a similar basis to the ANZSIC classification system, generally used 
in Australia for business enterprise analytical purposes.  

The database provided by DPLH for this project is made up of records for each business entity located 
in an industrial or commercial zone under state legislation, and comprises the following fields: 

 
 
3 EELS, 2012 

 

Figure 6 – Industrial areas Central Sub-region 
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• Business entity and trading name 
• WASLUC activity code and identifier 
• street address 
• geographical location (suburb name, SA2, SA3 SA4 identifier) 
• telephone number 
• floorspace measurement, by function 
• employee number grouping (zero, 1-4, 5-19, 20-99, 100+) 

The advantages of the LUES database for this type of research over other Business Enterprises 
databases is that the focus of the survey is on the specific premises occupied by the business.  There 
are several other Business Enterprise databases available from both public sector and commercial 
sources (eg ABS resources based on taxation records, Dun and Bradstreet data from credit rating 
surveys), but these do not provide information on operational addresses of the businesses they cover, 
and are also not fully inclusive. 

The LUES database provides a comprehensive platform for freight studies since its focus is on the 
operational locations of each business.   

Comprehensive evaluation of the LUES database for this project was done via audits of the records for 
each industrial area in comparison with on-line records of businesses in the actual areas, including 
Google Maps images, company websites etc.  Very few major businesses appear to have been missed 
in the LUES surveys and the overall standard of accuracy in the allocation of WASLUC codes appears to 
be very high.  

The audit, however, highlighted two major weaknesses, as follows: 

• Employment grouping records appear to include some errors, where employment on the 
subject site is overstated, and may have been confused with total business employment (over 
several sites). 

• WASLUC codes are comprehensive for manufacturing and retail, but vague and general in 
some important areas such as logistics and warehousing.  This is understandable given the 
changing nature of the logistics sector since the WASLUC system was developed in the 1980s.  
Survey staff would have also found it difficult to allocate a code to some of the businesses in 
this sector of the economy, particularly where several different activities are undertaken by 
many such businesses eg transport, storage, logistics, distribution, freight forwarding) 

As a consequence of these weaknesses, the following decisions were taken. 

Firstly it was determined that floorspace would be used as a general indicator of scale of activity on a 
particular site, and employment grouping has not been used for this purpose.  Floorspace refers only 
to the area of each site covered by buildings, and does not provide a measure of overall lot size.  This is 
not generally an inhibition in judging the scale of most manufacturing and retail businesses, but is 
important in respect of logistics and transport businesses which require significant land areas for truck 
circulation. 

Secondly, some work was done to redefine businesses which had been placed into some of the general 
WASLUC codes used for transport and logistics businesses.  Separate PATREC codes have been created 
to differentiate between businesses of the following types: 

• Road transport operators 
• Freight forwarders 
• Third party logistics (3PL) providers 
• Retail distribution centres  
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These groups are all significant freight generating sectors and should be considered distinctly for 
freight modelling purposes.  Websites of all the significant businesses in these sectors were reviewed 
so that they could be accurately classified. 

The WASLUC system classifies enterprises broadly into the following 1-Digit categories: 

 
1  Residential 
2,3  Manufacturing 
4  Transportation, Communication, Utilities 
5  Commerce 
6  Services 
7  Entertainment & Recreation 
8  Rural & Primary Industry 
9  Natural Uses 

The 1-digit categories are very broad, and include about 850 separate 4-digit classes of enterprise 
activity.  A number of these have been disregarded here for lack of relevance to freight generation. 

For the purposes of this research, the focus is on businesses classified in the categories from 2-6.  Two-
digit classes within these categories are shown in the table below. 

 
Table 12 – WASLUC 1-digit and 2-digit codes used in this analysis 

WASLUC 1-digit code WASLUC 2-
digit code 

Description 

2  Manufacturing 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3  Manufacturing (cont) 
 
 

21 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
31 
32 
33 
34 

Food, beverages tobacco 
Textiles 
Clothing, footwear 
Wood products, furniture 
Paper products 
Chemical, petroleum, coal products 
Non-metallic mineral products 
Basic metal products 
Fabricated metal products 
Transport equipment 
Other machinery and equipment 
Miscellaneous 

4  Transportation, Communication, 
Utilities 

41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 

Railway transportation 
Motor vehicle transportation 
Aircraft transportation 
Marine craft transportation 
Highways and streets 
Automobile parking 
Communication 
Utilities 
Other 

5  Commerce 51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 

Wholesale trade 
Retail – building materials, hardware 
Retail – general merchandise 
Retail – food 
Retail – automotive 
Retail – apparel, accessories 
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57 
58 
59 

Retail – furniture 
Retail – eating, drinking 
Retail – other 

6  Services 
 

61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 

Finance, insurance 
Personal 
Business 
Repairs 
Professional 
Construction 
Governmental 
Educational 
Miscellaneous 

 

For the purposes of simplifying the analysis, and of ensuring it is angled towards categories of activities 
that generate freight (not an original purpose of the WASLUC system), all the WASLUC codes have 
been grouped under a list of informal PATREC codes, and also under a higher level set of 8 ‘Master 
Categories’.  These PATREC codes describe groups of activities that can be amalgamated for the 
purposes of: 

a) Understanding freight related activities common to all members of the group 
b) Understanding economic ‘growth and decline’ prospects for the activity type  

The PATREC Master Category codes are summarised below.  Of the businesses in metropolitan Perth 
within the WASLUC  1-digit codes (from 2-6 -Manufacturing, Transport, Commerce and Services), just 
over half are retail businesses.   

 
Table 13 – LUES database – business premises by Master Category 

 

Retail outlets are important to freight studies, as they are typically at the end of supply chain for the 
purposes of freight activity.  In general, products sold at retail outlets are delivered to the outlet by 
truck or van, but distributed from the outlet to households via use of private cars. 

Retail outlets are therefore at the end of the freight vehicle chain for most products. 

Of the remaining entities, the majority can be described as either service providers, manufacturers or 
wholesalers/distributors.  The ‘services’ category includes a range of activities including construction 
activities and repairs (motor cars and other equipment).  A range of professional services irrelevant to 
freight studies have been excluded (eg financial services, personal services, real estate etc). 

PATREC Master 
Category Premises

Retail 9,286           
Services 3,480           
Manufacturing 2,502           
Wholesale 1,262           
Transport 641               
Waste 86                 
Util ities 71                 
Bulk services 17                 

Total 17,345         
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There are 2,500 manufacturing businesses in Perth.   Table 14 shows the numbers in the full range of 
categories under the manufacturing banner.  The table also shows the numbers in each category under 
all of the Master Category names. 

There are also 1,260 businesses in the Wholesale Master Category.  This category includes a large 
number of businesses which store and distribute various types of products to retail outlets and other 
businesses, including manufacturers. 

This subset of business enterprises is quite an important one for Perth, and takes up a lot of space in 
many industrial zones.  Since Perth imports a lot of manufactured and processed goods from overseas 
and interstate, rather than manufacturing locally, the wholesale/distribution sector is very important.  
Many enterprises in this category are small businesses specialising in a narrow range of products, or 
acting as agents for specific producers. 

There is some overlap between the Wholesale/Distribution category and the businesses placed in the 
Transport category.  This latter category includes a range of business engaged in freight transport and 
associated trades, including freight forwarding and logistics.  An attempt has been made to separate 
businesses which are purely road transport providers from those providing logistics services, which 
often incorporate some storage and freight forwarding functions. 

A small category including the four main supermarket DCs has been created to differentiate these 
heavy freight users from other types of distribution businesses. 

Waste Management is an important category because of the large number of specialist truck 
movements associated with it.  Businesses in this category include landfills, transfer stations, recyclers 
and specialist service providers. 

Utilities are considered in a special category given their differences to other forms of economic 
activity.  They typically include depots and facilities operated by water, gas and electricity reticulation 
companies and authorities.  Freight generation volumes associated with this category are expected to 
be relatively low. 

The Bulk Services classification includes a mix of specialist high volume bulk handling businesses which 
generate significant volumes of heavy freight.  These include quarries, bulk grain storages and wool 
stores.  

Table 15 and Table 16 show the industrial areas which have the largest numbers of freight generating 
(non-retail) enterprises as well as the most overall floorspace (sq m) in each category.  Floorspace 
totals will reflect the overall scale of activity of a certain type, rather than simply the number of 
businesses involved. 
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Table 14 – PATREC Master Categories – numbers of enterprises in each category 

 

 

Code Premises Code Premises Code Premises Code Premises

M - metal 666 W - machinery, appliance, hardware 612 S - Construction 1383 R - Restaurant 2050
M - machinery 402 W - other 166 S - Car repairs 626 R - general food 1185
M - wood 270 W - groceries 100 S - Commercial 775 R - textile 1028
M - other 167 W - construction material 65 S - Hire Services 271 R - supermarkets 423
M - paper 159 W - fruit and vegetable 56 S - Mining 212 R - other 411
M - appliance 105 W - furniture 42 S - Other repairs 157 R - chemist 402
M - plastic 104 W - textile 37 S - Health 76 R - furniture 383
M - textile 89 W - chemical 33 S - Car importation 2 R - appliance 377
M - chemical 75 W - meat 22 R - beverage 307
M - glass 73 W - seafood 18 R - Pubs 301
M - other food 73 W - petroleum 16 Code Premises R - motor car parts 285
M - concrete 57 W - alcoholic beverage 15 B - Quarrying 11 R - building materials 256
M - mineral 43 W - chemist 15 B - Grain Storage 4 R - petroleum 256
M - Bakery 40 W - paper 15 B - wool stores 2 R - bakery 220
M - bricks/tiles etc 29 W - metal 14 R - motor cars 216
M - meat 28 W - toys, bikes 14 R - stationery 215
M - beverage 18 W - other food 8 Code Premises R - general stores 179
M - wine 16 W - dairy 7 T - Couriers/Postal 128 R - hardware 168
M - petroleum 15 W - grain 3 T - Road freight 127 R - toys, bikes 152
M - ferti l iser 12 W - hides 2 T - Logistics 126 R - meat and seafood 128
M - dairy 11 W - tobacco 2 T - Others 120 R - other food 121
M - plaster 11 T - Self storage 48 R - pet supplies 65
M - flour 9 T - Freight forwarders 42 R - fruit and vegetable 63
M - cement 7 Code Premises T - Removals 21 R - plants 58
M - pet food 6 Waste 49 T - Supermarket DCs 4 R - pools 20
M - seafood 6 Waste - recycling 24 T - Rail  freight service 3 R - chemical 7
M - ice 5 Waste - scrap metal 13 R - timber 7
M - fruit and vegetab 3 R - dairy 3
M - malt 2 Code Premises
M - Nickel smelting 1 U - Util ities 71

Waste management

Utilities

RetailServices

Transport

Bulk Services

Manufacturing Wholesaling
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Table 15 – PM Categories - Industrial areas with the heaviest concentration of businesses by type (number of business enterprises) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PM Category Wangara Malaga Welshpool Canning Vale Osborne Park Perth City Bibra Lake Balcatta Bayswater Maddington Belmont Kewdale

Services 311                  207                  187                  129                  201                  255                  134                  126                  102                  105                  101                  51                     
Manufacturing 272                  281                  194                  165                  116                  53                     124                  68                     109                  87                     54                     47                     
Wholesale 88                     119                  125                  146                  80                     48                     48                     51                     26                     19                     52                     45                     
Transport 15                     13                     62                     32                     8                       15                     21                     4                       6                       17                     16                     36                     
Waste 10                     8                       9                       3                       3                       8                       4                       4                       1                       3                       
Utilities 9                       1                       1                       2                       1                       1                       2                       3                       2                       
Bulk Services 1                       1                       3                       1                       

Total Non-retail 696 637 579 476 410 373 339 251 247 233 227 184

PM Category O'Connor Kwinana Jandakot Henderson Bassendean Forrestfield Rockingham Perth Airport South Lake Fremantle Subiaco Other

Services 56                     52                     47                     42                     46                     38                     59                     29                     47                     43                     69                     1,043               
Manufacturing 82                     63                     30                     59                     41                     33                     36                     5                       33                     17                     12                     521                  
Wholesale 31                     9                       19                     13                     26                     20                     8                       11                     17                     6                       12                     243                  
Transport 12                     10                     30                     5                       8                       22                     5                       65                     6                       33                     6                       194                  
Waste 2                       5                       2                       1                       3                       3                       17                     
Utilities 4                       3                       1                       2                       1                       1                       4                       3                       30                     
Bulk Services 1                       1                       1                       8                       

Total Non-retail 183 143 129 122 121 117 113 111 106 104 102 2056
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Table 16 - PM Categories - Industrial areas with the heaviest concentration of businesses (total floorspace of business enterprises) 

 
  

PM Category Welshpool Canning Vale Perth 
Airport

Kwinana Malaga Wangara Bibra Lake Kewdale Hazelmere Forrestfield Osborne 
Park

Henderson

Manufacturing 393,126            446,801           23,125          545,135        336,505            325,499         227,335        198,114        197,700        157,448       155,669        205,281        
Services 286,626            162,640           133,608        87,786          189,450            206,589         131,008        89,527          73,113          46,660          161,367        113,205        
Transport 206,250            172,747           497,566        35,116          25,851              22,230            114,177        179,257        203,585        127,465       9,544            75,513          
Wholesale 223,066            235,961           134,547        13,690          127,541            108,492         145,023        130,922        136,657        78,789          91,683          26,919          
Utilities 350                    7,570                4,900            36,280          4,725                367                11,424          3,094            5,096            1,335            
Waste 14,035              28,055              16,830          10,664              14,391            16,172          6,394            500                1,100            5,350            4,360            
Bulk Services 2,144                21,620          2,400            30,000          

Total non-retail 1,125,597        1,053,774        793,746        734,837        694,736            677,201         655,702        615,638        613,955        444,556       428,709        426,613        

PM Category Jandakot Bassendean Perth City Maddington Belmont Bayswater Balcatta O'Connor Rockingham Fremantle Subiaco - 
Shenton 

Other

Manufacturing 100,703            134,988           23,319          121,320        68,041              104,894         93,137          117,072        119,855        12,721          3,233            779,787        
Services 90,325              77,506              217,256        100,684        91,790              90,058            68,055          38,373          29,857          114,076       132,870        981,486        
Transport 89,085              23,112              9,303            21,085          33,455              4,434              4,530            18,462          12,674          48,093          3,475            278,843        
Wholesale 50,550              35,692              20,533          19,902          54,451              39,185            53,027          50,746          9,148            3,831            2,560            285,917        
Utilities 32,174              298                2,406                11,406          1,432            800                24,900          163,276        
Waste 3,765            230                    9,680              3,320            3,340            17,326          
Bulk Services 305                1,400            31,880          600                12,552          

Total non-retail 362,837            271,298           271,014        268,156        250,373            248,251         230,155        227,973        208,186        180,121       167,038        2,519,187    
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Table 17 – Transport category floorspace totals – main industrial areas (ranked from highest to lowest) 

 
 

 

 Transport Category 
 Perth 

Airport  Welshpool  Hazelmere  Kewdale 
 Canning 

Vale  Forrestfield  Bibra Lake  Jandakot  Henderson 
 High 

Wycombe  Fremantle  Kwinana  Belmont 

T - Logistics 75,601         73,754         144,120      54,779         68,747         61,200         94,840         36,200         10,708         52,400         40,639         8,480           200                 

T - Air and marine etc 187,680      13,024         2,895           15,500         11,490         660              22,785         63,650         4,940           20,910         7,505              

T - Road freight 84,863         59,465         67,448         22,934         41,387         11,371         1,600           4,203           4,656           315                 

T - Supermarket DCs 164,298      51,528         25,000         

T - Self storage 6,345           3,081           1,350           2,861           3,500           1,155           1,020           17,300            

T - Couriers/Postal 39,760         21,228         4,100           800              2,960           1,720           250              7,935              

T - Removals 4,900           7,975           11,888         11,638         50                 

T - Freight forwarders 23,882         5,400           1,160           1,485           2,264           200                 

T - Rail freight service 40,900         1,750           

Total 497,566      206,250      203,585      179,257      172,747      127,465      114,177      89,085         75,513         58,323         48,093         35,116         33,455            

 Transport Category  Palmyra  Malaga  Bassendean  Wangara  Maddington  O'Connor  Hope Valley 
 North 

Coogee  Rockingham  Cannington  South Lake 
 Osborne 

Park 
 Totals (main 

areas) 

T - Logistics 9,283           4,600           13,520         180              860              6,000           7,619           9,430           11,500         7,220           805              721,668         

T - Air and marine etc 4,000           3,219           3,390           55                 1,070           890              1,288           300              351,039         

T - Road freight 1,790           3,050           9,418           9,900           2,801           298,242         

T - Supermarket DCs 240,826         

T - Self storage 13,400         14,891         5,290           4,852           15,077         8,115           2,650           774              36,612            

T - Couriers/Postal 1,847           1,351           8,132           1,910           158              2,354           1,010           4,864           78,753            

T - Removals 1,460           2,190           6,422           36,451            

T - Freight forwarders 6,400           1,455           623              34,391            

T - Rail freight service 42,650            

Total 28,530         25,851         23,112         22,230         21,085         18,462         15,900         15,734         12,674         12,510         11,781         9,544           1,840,632      
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Table 17 highlights the industrial areas with the most significant amounts of transport-related 
businesses (by floorspace).  
 
From the point of view of intermodal demand, it is most important to examine the Transport PATREC 
Master Category of business activity.  The Transport category includes businesses defined as logistics 
enterprises, transport companies, freight forwarders and others.  Supermarket distribution centres 
(DCs) are included in this PM category since they are an important sub-category of freight generation, 
and already well studies.  They are not classified in the retail category since their role is quite distinct 
from that of stores which they supply, despite common ownership. 
 
The T-Logistics category includes businesses whose primary focus is the provision of storage and 
warehousing services, usually with transport services also offered.  Transport companies that do not 
offer warehousing and inventory management etc, are listed under T-Road transport.  Many of these 
premises are essentially depots where trucks are stored and containers can be held for short periods 
ahead of delivery. 
 
The T-Freight forwarders category includes companies that describes themselves primarily by that 
label.  Some freight forwarders are businesses who solely handle bookings and paperwork for 
international trade. Increasingly, freight forwarding is being conducted by larger integrated businesses 
with transport, logistics and warehousing arms. 
 
Analysis of the floorspace area allocated to these functions in Perth’s industrial areas indicates that the 
majority of Transport category activity is located in the eastern industrial areas between Canning Vale 
and Hazelmere.  This is borne out by observation of the nature and scale of businesses which cluster 
close to the railyards, the airport and the highway network. 
 
Behind these areas in the ranking are a set of inner southern areas including Bibra Lake, Henderson 
and Jandakot Airport.   
 

2.7 Conclusions regarding the nature of freight-generating industrial areas  
 
The floorspace counts for businesses in the Transport category are a clear indication of the character 
of each industrial area regarding freight generation character. 
 
The industrial areas with the highest counts in these categories are concentrated in the eastern and 
south-eastern corridor, which broadly follows the line of the rail freight corridor and Roe Highway.  
This perhaps is a consequence of the development of the railway corridor during the 1960s, when it 
skirted the metropolitan boundaries.  Industrial areas were built in proximity on land which was then 
on the rural-urban fringe. 
 
Most of these industrial areas are characterised by lot divisions and road access arrangements suitable 
for large scale trucking and container handling operations (with the exception of the older Welshpool 
area).  By contrast, lot sizes and street design are different in many of the older inner areas.  The two 
typical segments of Malaga and Kewdale pictured in Figure 7 below illustrate the difference in 
streetscape and lot size. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7 – Segments of Malaga and Kewdale industrial zones 
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Source – Google Maps 
 
Streets in each type of industrial area are legally capable of supporting trucks of semi-trailer size, 
which can carry either two 20-foot containers or a single 40-foot container.  However many businesses 
in the older areas do not have sufficient space on site within which trucks can manoeuvre for delivery 
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and pick up of containers.  Some firms operating on small lots in these areas use the kerbside for 
loading and unloading vans – but this is obviously an unsuitable location for container transfers.  
Consequently many smaller businesses do not receive import containers on site, but receive their 
goods by smaller vans, after a container has been unpacked at a location where lot size allows 
container truck circulation, container unpacking and storage or cross-docking.  Of course many of the 
smaller importers do not have the scale to import full container loads, and so use the services of third 
party logistics providers who will unpack a container, store and distribute the contents for many small 
importers. 
 
These third party logistics providers are more likely to be located in the zones which provide suitably 
large lot sizes and street access characteristics to support this type of activity.  The price of industrial 
land tends to fall with distance from the city centre, and this will also ensure that logistics enterprises 
will move to the outer locations, all other aspects being equal. 
 
With the growth of the economy, Perth’s population and the scale of the metropolitan area, it is 
inevitable that logistics businesses will continue the trend of moving to outer areas, well-located with 
regard to transport infrastructure.  Manufacturing and wholesaling businesses in the older zones will 
continue to rely on Transport category businesses to service them from these outer areas.  
 
 
  
 
 

3 Freight volume estimation model – port container freight 

3.1 Model structure 

The model constructed to estimate port freight container traffic patterns in Perth is based on matching 
the categories of container freight import/export trade, with the categories of businesses in all 
industrial areas in relation to freight origins and destinations. 

This is done by examining each broad container trade type grouping and considering the categories of 
business likely to be importing or exporting those groupings.  The locations and size of all businesses in 
Perth within each of those categories is known via the LUES database.  The distribution of import and 
export container numbers is assumed to be spread evenly across all businesses in those categories, on 
the basis of floorspace calculation ie on a pro-rata basis per square metre.  (Floorspace is used here as 
a proxy for scale of operations, primarily because it is the most accurate measure available for this 
type of analysis, in the absence of lot size data in the LUES database.) This calculation then generates a 
number of import and export TEUs originating in, or destined for, each industrial area. 

Importantly, this calculation is focused on the physical location of the businesses deemed to be the 
first point of receipt by the ultimate customer of the imported goods.  This means the point where the 
goods inside the import container are either stored or consumed in some way, rather than the first 
location at which the import container arrives after being taken away from the port terminal. 

Many small wholesaler/distributors, for instance, do not receive a full import container at their own 
premises, straight from the wharf.  Often, they share space in the container with other importers, so a 
neutral location is used to receive the container, unpack it, and store the contents for the short term 
until each import customer is ready to receive the goods. 

Similarly, even if a full container is consigned to a single customer, their premises may not be able to 
handle a truck delivering a full container, or they may only want to receive it during limited daylight 
hours.  In these cases, an interim location for storing and/or unpacking a container will be used. 
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These interim locations are often basic sites in industrial areas both close to the port and further out, 
which have space for truck circulation, storage of containers, and warehousing for short term storage 
of unpacked goods. 

Companies providing these services at this type of site might also offer freight forwarding services for 
exporters, but not necessarily.  Many of these companies are located close to port, at locations such as 
Bibra Lake, O’Connor, Henderson and Welshpool.  This is because shipping companies which own the 
containers prefer to have their containers de-hired (after import use) at points close to the empty 
container depots which are mostly within the port environs. 

 
3.1.1 Key assumption – interim pack/unpack locations are fluid 

For this study, we assume that many of these interim activities and locations are quite flexible in the 
choice of industrial area, and that they will readily migrate between industrial areas as conditions 
change.  Transport depots will move readily as land values change and freight cost calculations dictate. 

There is some evidence of this type of movement taking place in recent times.  Table 15 shows the 
differences between the nature of various industrial areas regarding the types of activities they 
accommodate.  Malaga and Wangara both feature in the top 6 industrial areas by overall floorspace, 
driven by high values for manufacturing, services and wholesaling activity.  Both, however, have very 
low scores for transport activity.  The dominant industrial areas for this Master Category are in the belt 
between Canning Vale and Hazelmere. 

In a detailed review of the Malaga area for an unpublished study for Main Roads WA in 2017, it was 
clear from real estate signage that businesses specialising in freight forwarding and logistics had 
vacated this area in the recent past.  Wangara, a newer area and more distant from arterial corridors, 
probably never had much of this type of activity at all.  Logistics activity has gravitated to the eastern 
industrial belt, where larger lot sizes and proximity to highways and railway yards have proved 
attractive.  Small scale logistics businesses in older inner areas (especially north of the Swan River) 
have declined while newer estates in the eastern belt have been developed – most recently the Roe 
Highway Logistics Park at Kenwick. 

The implication of this for intermodal planning is that it can be assumed that container pack/unpack 
locations will migrate to the areas where freight advantages (tempered by land values) are most 
advantageous.  This is true for both import and export locations. In areas where intermodal services 
lead to cheaper freight outcomes, warehousing and distribution businesses will migrate to those areas. 
Moving away from less favourable locations eg in smaller, constrained inner industrial zones.   

The new estate at Kenwick is evidence of this.  New tenants are signing on in this area to take 
advantage of new serviced blocks and proximity to highways and railway yards, but also on the 
promise that a new IMT on the perimeter of the site will generate future freight benefits.  From the 
point of view of the landlord, this promise leads to higher lease rates.  Businesses moving onto this 
estate will be similar to many businesses elsewhere in the district, that provide warehousing and 
logistics services to manufacturing and other sectors located across the metropolitan area.   

There is evidence of this trend in Sydney, which has a much more developed intermodal system than 
Perth at present.  A major new business park at Moorebank is being developed by Qube Logistics 
centred on an IMT which will attract logistics operations aimed at servicing a large import-focused 
distribution precinct in south-western Sydney.   
 

 Figure 8 – Moorebank Intermodal Terminal and business park, SW Sydney 
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Source – Qube Logistics 

A similar development further west at St Marys has also been initiated by Pacific National.  In both 
cases, the areas involved are very large, and the commercial benefits will come from property values 
rather than directly from rail freight terminal operations.  

 
3.1.2 Cost-efficiency of intermodal systems will influence location decisions 

In Sydney, other IMTs have had an attractive effect on businesses with high freight dependency, so 
that the nature of businesses near IMTs has changed over time.  One good example is the Qube MIST 
facility at Minto, outer SW Sydney.  This IMT was developed in the 1990s.  After it had been in place 
for 10 years, a major barley malting plant was constructed on an adjacent site and a strong logistics 
partnership developed. 

This IMT is located about 50km from Port Botany and has the advantage of a competitive edge over 
road transport at this distance (via a very congested road network).  In Sydney, the commercial 
advantages of rail over road transport are already becoming clear enough to act as strong incentives 
on IMT development.  State government policy is also strongly supportive and there is a high degree of 
confidence that planned rail infrastructure improvements will come to fruition and generate even 
greater advantages.  Supply chains will rapidly re-orient themselves around an IMT-centred business 
park in pursuit of cost savings. 

 
3.1.3 Optimal IMT customer mix 

The MIST development in Sydney also illustrates the importance of large nearby customers to any IMT.  
Intermodal rail services rely on the aggregated demand of a large number of customers to fill each 
train service.  Each individual customer requires careful management and investment in administrative 
time.  Large customers which provide large chunks of steady demand are much more attractive than 
small customers moving a few containers every now and again. 
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The largest intermodal customers are typically the exporters, especially exporters of bulk products like 
grain, hay, meat, minerals and cotton.  For many NSW regional and urban services, these commodities 
provide the backbone of demand for IMT services.  In Perth, grain packed at CBH Forrestfield was the 
foundation customer for the only stand-alone IMT service in WA. 

The benefit of having a foundation export customer on-site or adjacent to the IMT is that road transfer 
costs are minimal.  Most exported bulk products are not produced in an urban location, but are 
transferred from the source or from storage into containers at some convenient interim location.  
Grain packed at CBH is sourced from farms and bins throughout the Wheatbelt.  Mineral sands exports 
are packed either at a mining location or a warehouse somewhere between the mine and the port.  
The choice of the best packing location is usually a function of cost and convenience.   

The occasionally constrained availability of empty containers is also a consideration for exporters, who 
sometimes therefore prefer a packing location closer to the port, rather than near the source (mine, 
grain bin etc).  The use of bulk transport from the regional source to an urban packing location is often 
a cost-efficient way to deal with this issue. 

Export packing locations, therefore, can be quite flexible, and can switch easily between locations.  
Any new IMT development in Perth, will therefore seek to provide sufficient adjacent land and services 
that will attract service providers for large export customers, that could provide a demand platform for 
intermodal services. 

Import demand is more disaggregated than export demand, but similar principles apply.  IMTs need to 
attract logistics businesses which provide third party logistics (3PL) services to a range of large import 
customers (typically consumer goods retailers etc) in order to gain large ‘chunks’ of demand and 
reduce the unit costs of managing each container. 

The ability to match import containers with export demand is also critical to maintaining profitable rail 
services.  Thus, each IMT should have an empty container park on-site, and a focus on finding 
compatible import/export container matches (eg 20-foot or 40-foot) so as to reduce the incidence of 
empty moves on the train services. 

 One key aspect in support of this latter issue, is the need for scale.  The larger an IMT-centred 
business park can be, the more likely it is to be able to match import and export containers.  Small 
IMTs will have a smaller on-site or proximate demand base, thus reducing the ability to match 
containers. 

4 Summary - port trade intermodal demand 

4.1 Mapping current freight demand 

Use of the methodology described above allows us to estimate the geographic spread throughout 
Perth of the origins of exports and the ultimate destinations of imported goods, regardless of any 
interim locations such as transport depots or short term storage. 

The following tables and maps show these locations, with modelled volumes on actual 2018 full 
containerised import and export data, as well as low and high-growth forecasts for 2029. 

 
Table 18 – Fremantle import commodity groups 2017-18 (TEUs)  
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Source – FPA trade data 

  

Commodity group Import (TEU) Cumulative %

Manufactures - Metal 49,299 13%
Furniture 33,929 23%
Machinery 31,138 31%
Chemicals 27,312 39%
Paper 21,897 45%
Manufactures - Plastic 21,334 50%
Manufactures - Rubber 18,000 55%
Textiles 17,770 60%
Appliances 16,063 64%
Alcoholic Beverages 14,863 68%
Food - Other 13,761 72%
Construction Materials - Fabricated Materials 12,647 76%
Retail (glassware, newsprint, toys, sporting goods) 10,422 78%
Unclassified 9,052 81%
Minerals 8,370 83%
Construction Materials - Bricks, Tiles, Pavers 6,786 85%
Manufactures - Other 6,627 87%
Manufactures - Wood 6,308 89%
Non Alcoholic Beverages 5,790 90%
Cereals 4,447 91%
Petroleum 4,308 93%
Food - Fruit And Vegetable (not-fresh) 4,144 94%
Glass 3,752 95%
Other 19,523 100%

Empty Containers 25,829
Total Imports 393,371
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Table 19 – Fremantle export commodity groups 2017-18 (TEUs) 

 

Source – FPA trade data 
  

Commodity Export (TEU) Cumulative

Hay 45,628 19%
Grain Other Than Hay 34,640 34%
Minerals 27,877 46%
Metals 23,086 55%
Waste Paper 21,656 65%
Food - Fresh Fruit And Vegetables 10,465 69%
Chemicals 10,083 73%
Textiles 7,935 77%
Food - Fresh Meat 7,872 80%
Machinery 6,642 83%
Timber 4,487 85%
Food - Dairy Products 4,464 87%
Cereals 4,353 88%
Food - Meat Manufactures 3,961 90%
Manufactures - Plastic 3,853 92%
Construction Materials - Bricks, Tiles, Pavers 3,405 93%
Manufactures - Rubber 3,113 95%
Other 12,953 100%

Empty Container 139,842
Total Exports 376,315
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Table 20 - Estimated import destinations and export origins in Perth 2017-18 (TEUs) 

 

Source – FPA trade data 

 
  

Area Import (TEU) Cumulative % Area Export (TEU) Cumulative %

Canning Vale 39,850 11% Forrestfield 23,240               17%
Welshpool 34,590 20% Rockingham 19,059               30%
Kewdale 33,470 29% Welshpool 13,700               40%
Wangara 26,278 37% Kwinana 12,302               49%
Kwinana 25,743 44% Canning Vale 11,428               57%
Bibla Lake 22,231 50% Wangara 7,349                 62%
Hazelmere 17,879 54% Bibra Lake 7,269                 68%
Osborne Park 16,559 59% Malaga 5,679                 72%
Malaga 15,918 63% Kewdale 4,468                 75%
Forrestfield 14,880 67% Bayswater 3,245                 77%
Belmont 11,350 70% Hazelmere 3,169                 80%
O'Connor 8,295 73% Henderson 2,650                 81%
Jandakot 8,179 75% Hope Valley 2,560                 83%
Bayswater 7,842 77% O'Connor 2,511                 85%
Perth Airport 7,689 79% Osborne Park 2,538                 87%
Rockingham 6,546 81% Bentley 1,760                 88%
Bassendean 6,145 83% Bassendean 1,373                 89%
Balcatta 5,965 84% Maddington 1,130                 90%
Kenwick 5,308 86% Forrestdale 1,004                 91%
Cockburn 4,835 87% Jandakot 878                    91%
Maddington 4,439 88% Como 820                    92%
Perth City 3,709 89% Cockburn 815                    92%
Forrestdale 3,153 90% Belmont 814                    93%
High Wycombe 2,662 91% High Wycombe 782                    94%
Henderson 2,474 91% North Coogee 705                    94%
Joondalup 2,308 92% Middle Swan 665                    95%
Cannington 2,063 93% Other metro 7,587                 100%
Bentley 1,686 93% Total metro 139,502             
Swan View 1,672 94% Regional origins 96,971               
Beeliar 1,632 94% Empties 139,842             
Willetton 1,381 94% Total exports 376,315           
Hope Valley 1,250 95%
Other 19,561 100%
Empties 25,829
Total imports 393,371           
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Figure 9 – Major import consumption locations in Perth (estimated 2017-18, TEUs) 

 
Figure 10 - Major urban export originating locations in Perth (estimated 2017-18, TEUs) 
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Figure 11 - Major import consumption locations in Perth (low growth forecast 2029, TEUs) 
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Figure 12 - Major urban export originating locations in Perth (low growth forecast 2029, TEUs) 
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Figure 13 - Major import consumption locations in Perth (high growth forecast 2029, TEUs) 
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Figure 14 – Major urban export originating locations in Perth (high growth forecast 2029, TEUs) 
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4.2 Estimating future demand 

The estimation of future demand for IMT services in Perth starts with analysis of the breakdown of 
current trade by commodity, and the application of forecast growth rates to this.  Table 21 is a 
reminder of the growth rates forecast in Section 1 of this report. 

 
Table 21 – forecast low and high growth for Fremantle container trade (TEUs) 

 

Growth in trade will not be even across all metropolitan origins and destinations.  Changes in land 
values and a continuation of the trend for logistics enterprises to move to outer zones means that 
growth rates will be higher in outer areas than in older inner areas. 

This will be particularly marked in central and outer areas which have good accessibility to current and 
future IMTs (on the proviso that state government initiatives to improve IMT feasibility bear fruit).  

Table 23 is a listing of all the major industrial areas in metropolitan Perth showing their location, area 
size and proximity to current or future IMT.  Alongside each is an assessment as to the potential for 
growth of import/export trade within its boundaries.  Smaller industrial areas within the inner parts of 
the city are fairly full, with limited availability of land for new estates accommodating growth in 
freight-related business types.  Industrial areas towards the urban fringe have more unlet and 
undeveloped space and are more likely to host new business premises generating trade. 

All of these industrial areas are thus rated for growth potential (high, medium or low).  The 
calculations in the table then apply estimated growth rates to the medium and high categories, that 
result in total freight volumes equating roughly to the forecast full import and export totals for 2024 
and 2029 as estimated above.      

The growth rates (from the low growth scenario) used to generate these results for both the 2024 and 
2029 forecasts are shown in the table below. 
 

Table 22 -growth rate estimates used to predict trade volumes in industrial areas 2024 and 2029 

 

Annual 
growth rates Trade 2019 2024 2029

growth             
2019-29

1.5% Full imports 362,171       390,161       420,314       16%
2.5% Full exports 259,776       293,913       332,535       28%
0.0% MTs (all) 165,919       165,919       165,919       0%

Total 787,866       849,993       918,768       17%

Annual 
growth rates

Trade 2019 2029 2068 growth             
2019-29

growth             
2019-68

Full  imports 362,171       498,671       1,735,908    
Full  exports 259,776       357,684       1,245,122    
MTs (all) 165,919       228,453       795,260       

Total 787,866       1,084,808    3,776,290    

38% 379%3.25%

Low growth 
scenario

WestPort 
high growth 

scenario

2019-24 2024-29 2019-24 2024-29

high 13% 14% 33% 18%

medium 7% 9% 20% 10%

Growth 
rates

Imports Exports
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As in other parts of this analysis, exports with regional origins are shown separately to urban origins.  
This is because of the fundamental issue regarding the packing of agricultural and mineral products – 
this activity can be done anywhere along the supply chain that makes logistical sense to the companies 
involved.   
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Table 23 – Forecast trade volumes to 2024 and 2029 by industrial area (TEUs) 

 

 

2018 2018

industrial area
metro 
region size size (ha) location

growth 
potential

within 5km 
of IMT?

full import 
TEU growth rates forecast TEU growth rates forecast TEU

full export 
TEU growth rates forecast TEU growth rates forecast TEU

Muchea NE large 500 outer high yes 13% -                    14% -                    33% -                    18% -                    
Mundijong SE large 460 outer high yes 13% -                    14% -                    33% -                    18% -                    
Hope Valley/Latitude 32 SW large 750 inner high yes 6,084 13% 6,875                14% 7,838                3,375 33% 4,489                18% 5,298                
Bullsbrook NE large 500 outer high yes 13% -                    14% -                    33% -                    18% -                    
Forrestdale Sth SE medium 380 outer high no 13% -                    14% -                    1,004 33% 1,336                18% 1,576                
Hazlemere NE medium 385 outer high yes 17,879 13% 20,203             14% 23,032             3,169 33% 4,215                18% 4,973                
Forrestdale SE medium 142 outer high no 3,153 13% 3,562                14% 4,061                33% -                    18% -                    
Midland NE medium 145 outer high yes 1,672 13% 1,890                14% 2,154                665 33% 884                   18% 1,043                
Kenwick/Maddington SE medium 400 outer high yes 9,748 13% 11,015             14% 12,557             1,130 33% 1,503                18% 1,774                
Bibra Lake S large 510 inner medium yes 22,231 7% 23,788             9% 25,929             7,269 20% 8,723                10% 9,595                
Canning Vale SE large 586 inner medium yes 39,850 7% 42,639             9% 46,477             11,428 20% 13,714             10% 15,085             
Kwinana SW large 845 inner medium yes 32,289 7% 34,550             9% 37,659             31,361 20% 37,633             10% 41,397             
Neerabup N large 1000 outer medium no 7% -                    9% -                    20% -                    10% -                    
Wangara N large 630 outer medium no 26,278 7% 28,118             9% 30,648             7,349 20% 8,819                10% 9,701                
Welshpool SE large 759 central medium yes 36,276 7% 38,815             9% 42,309             15,460 20% 18,552             10% 20,407             
Forrestfield/Airport E medium 260 outer medium yes 22,569 7% 24,149             9% 26,323             23,240 20% 27,889             10% 30,677             
Kewdale E medium 293 central medium yes 33,470 7% 35,812             9% 39,036             4,468 20% 5,362                10% 5,898                
Jandakot SE medium 262 inner medium yes 8,179 7% 8,752                9% 9,539                878 20% 1,053                10% 1,158                
Cannington SE small 100 central medium yes 2,063 7% 2,207                9% 2,406                20% -                    10% -                    
Maida Vale NE small 78 outer medium yes 2,662 7% 2,849                9% 3,105                782 20% 938                   10% 1,032                
Malaga N large 528 central low no 15,918 15,918             15,918             5,679 5,679                5,679                
Bayswater N medium 189 central low no 7,842 7,842                7,842                3,245 3,245                3,245                
Bassendean N medium 192 central low no 6,145 6,145                6,145                1,373 1,373                1,373                
Fremantle SW medium 200 inner low yes -                    -                    -                    -                    
Balcatta N medium 205 central low no 5,965 5,965                5,965                -                    -                    
Osborne Park N medium 310 central low no 16,559 16,559             16,559             2,538 2,538                2,538                
Belmont NE small 30 central low yes 11,350 11,350             11,350             814 814                   814                   
O'Connor S small 170 inner low no 8,295 8,295                8,295                2,511 2,511                2,511                
Henderson S small 248 inner low no 4,106 4,106                4,106                2,650 2,650                2,650                
Other medium 26,959 7% 28,846             9% 31,442             9,113 20% 10,935             10% 12,029             

Total metro Perth 367,542 390,250 420,693 139,502 164,855 180,454
Regional export origin 96,971 33% 128,971 18% 152,186

Total 367,542 390,250           420,693           236,473 293,826           332,640           

2024 2029

IMPORTS EXPORTS

2024 2029
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4.3 Demand for future intermodal terminals 

The results calculated in the previous table are expressed in the table below to generate an overview 
of how import destinations and export origins will evolve to 2029 in the various parts of Perth, based 
on our assessment of all aspects of trade growth, intermodal attractiveness and industrial land policy. 

It is not really possible to estimate growth rates for each industrial area accurately, so the data in the 
table below has been grouped into regions within the metropolitan area.  The table estimates the 
future volumes of goods that will be imported for consumption by businesses located in the listed 
industrial areas, and the origins of goods that will be exported.  Again, it is the points of origin and 
destination of the goods being shown, not the packing and unpacking locations, which are more fluid 
in response to changing economic circumstances (like comparative freight cost). 

One of the most important factors is the treatment of exports or regional origin.  As noted, the 
locations where these commodities are containerised can be anywhere between the origin and port.  
Currently, grain is packed into containers mostly at CBH Forrestfield, but also at other businesses in 
Fremantle and Welshpool.  Hay is containerised at several points in the Darling Range, but also at 
Forrestfield.  Mineral sands products are containerised at points in the South West, at Henderson and 
also at North Quay. 

In the table it is assumed that the natural point of containerisation, or entry to the metropolitan 
network and potential use of intermodal services in future will be 66% in the eastern fringe (grain and 
hay), and 34% in southern areas (mostly minerals).  These are arbitrary estimates only, based on the 
known locations of wheat bins that service the containerised grain market, and of mineral sands 
producers.  The actual locations where this activity takes place in future will depend on where 
intermodal terminals are located, and what types of logistics capacity are also developed either on-site 
with IMTs or very close by.  

Note also that the table only covers full containers, and does not include any allowance for empty 
container volumes, which as noted earlier, are expected to remain static in the low growth 
environment in the next 5-10 years.  In any case, the origins and destinations of empty container 
movements are a function of the origins/destinations of full container movements. 
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Table 24 -Forecast low growth future volumes of full imports and export by metro Perth region 

 

 

4.4 Costs of road and intermodal transport 
At present, the high costs of lifts and transfers at NQRT ensure that intermodal services require a 
subsidy to be road-competitive.  The low number of rail services operated also means that many 
categories of fixed costs cannot be spread effectively over the relatively minor volumes being carried.  
 

industrial area
metro 
region

forecast 
TEU industrial area

metro 
region forecast TEU

Kewdale E 39,036     Forrestfield/Airport E 30,677        
Forrestfield/Airport E 26,323     Kewdale E 5,898           

Regional E 100,000      
Wangara N 30,648     
Osborne Park N 16,559     
Malaga N 15,918     Wangara N 9,701           
Bayswater N 7,842       Malaga N 5,679           
Bassendean N 6,145       Bayswater N 3,245           
Balcatta N 5,965       Osborne Park N 2,538           

Bassendean N 1,373           
Balcatta N -               

Hazlemere NE 23,032     
Belmont NE 11,350     Hazlemere NE 4,973           
Maida Vale NE 3,105       Midland NE 1,043           
Midland NE 2,154       Maida Vale NE 1,032           
Muchea NE -            Belmont NE 814              
Bullsbrook NE -            Muchea NE -               

Bullsbrook NE -               
Bibra Lake S 25,929     
O'Connor S 8,295       Bibra Lake S 9,595           
Henderson S 4,106       O'Connor S 2,511           

Henderson S 2,650           
Canning Vale SE 46,477     Regional S 52,186        
Welshpool SE 42,309     
Kenwick/Maddington SE 12,557     Welshpool SE 20,407        
Jandakot SE 9,539       Canning Vale SE 15,085        
Forrestdale SE 4,061       Kenwick/Maddington SE 1,774           
Cannington SE 2,406       Forrestdale Sth SE 1,576           
Mundijong SE -            Jandakot SE 1,158           
Forrestdale Sth SE -            Mundijong SE -               

Kwinana SW 37,659     Kwinana SW 41,397        
Hope Valley/Latitude 32 SW 7,838       Hope Valley/Latitude 32 SW 5,298           
Fremantle SW -            Fremantle SW -               

Other 31,442     Other 12,029        
Total metro Perth 420,693 Total metro Perth 180,454

Regional export origin Regional export origin 152,186
Total 420,693   Total 332,640      

2029 2029

Full imports Full exports 
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Intermodal freight costs to industry will be very competitive with road transport if the system is 
designed for optimal efficiency.  Some modeling of road and intermodal costs under a redesigned 
system (eg at a new Outer Harbour facility) for a previous PATREC study4 is re-deployed here. 
 
The modeled costs summarised here (from the previous PATREC study) are based on a redesigned 
system in future whereby wagons sets are transferred rapidly between a port IMT and a network of 
metro IMTs on 8-hour cycles with 24/7 operating conditions.  Locomotives are not required during the 
strip/reload operation at each end of the cycle, so are deployed across the system on a ‘drop and go’ 
basis. 
 
The freight costing model used in this analysis uses a series of unit costs for elements such as loco and 
wagon capital depreciation, maintenance, fuel consumption, crew costs, track access, overheads and 
margin.  These costs are applied to the proposed ‘drop and go’ operational template. 
 
To facilitate this kind of rapid exchange system, it is assumed that rail corridors used all have 
duplicated track and are available 24/7.  Operating costs are very low for this system, with high 
productivity levels for locomotives, wagons and crew.  On the basis of assumed steady demand, rail 
transit costs would be as low as $21/TEU per one way move between a port IMT and a metro IMT 
30km distant (included a below rail access cost component).   
 
For IMTs more distant (say 50km) operating costs for transit are only marginally higher (reflecting fuel 
and access costs, which are directly distance-related). The additional time taken to traverse the extra 
distance marginally increases the cycle time.  The overall cost increase is minimal part of the total 
intermodal service cost.  Road freight alternatives, by contrast, are much more closely related to 
distance travelled, as is indicated in commercial freight rates charging structures. 
 
When IMT transfer costs are factored in, the overall cost to the freight customer is much higher.  
Modeling shows, however, that intermodal costs would still be lower than road freight alternatives 
to/from the parts of the metropolitan area that are within 5-10km of a metro IMT, subject to a range 
of cost assumptions and variable options, as outlined in Table 25. 
 
  

 
 
4 PATREC iMOVE study 6.1 Intermodal Structure – Options and Cost Benefit Outcomes 
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Table 25 - intermodal vs road transport costs – hypothetical redesigned high-efficiency high-volume system 

 
 
The table compares an itemized intermodal costing of a landside cycle for a full import container with 
a single cost estimate figure for an equivalent move by road transport. The table attempts to account 
for the different costs and actions involved in the movement of 20 foot and 40 foot containers and 
incorporates different outcomes regarding the fate of the empty container after completion of the 
import movement. 
 
In theory, the operator of a metro IMT should have a substantial empty container park integrated on 
its premises.  This would provide the capacity to transfer an empty import container for an export 
move with a minimal road transfer cost.  The alternative is for the container to be moved empty either 
to the port for export, or to a near-port empty depot awaiting a future transfer to an exporter.  (This 
latter option is standard current practice, since the owner of the shipping container, the shipping line, 
usually insists on its de-hire at the port.) 
 
If the IMT operator is able to hold the de-hired container on its premises and facilitate a full export 
move back to the port, it will be able to substantially undercut the road transport operator who has 
less ability to find a local match, and therefore must return the empty container to the port.  Another 
move of the empty container from port to exporter for loading is thus required to complete the cycle, 
at a much higher cost than the intermodal option. 
 
Reflecting the likely commercial terms of use for an IMT operator, the rail transit costs ($21/TEU) are 
allocated here only to full import ($22) and export ($31) containers, so that any empty boxes which do 
have to get moved by rail to the port are carried without charge to the shipping line. 
 
The assumption here is that only 30% of import containers will be successfully matched with an export 
container, with the remainder returned to port before reassignment to an exporter.  In practice, a 
successful IMT might be able to achieve a better percentage, but a lot depends on the mix of importers 
and exporters available in the area being serviced by the IMT.  This is why it is attractive for an IMT to 
have a large exporter customer co-located on or near its facility, to provide a ready-made balance for 
the larger volume of import custom.  The Forrestfield ILS model is based on CBH exports, and there are 
parallels at some Sydney IMTs.   
 
The table includes a cost element illustrating the inherent additional cost over servicing rail service at 
the port IMT, versus loading a truck.  In the example here, the cost is set at $50/TEU.  In reality, the 
scale of this inherent disadvantage depends on the design of the container terminal and the 

Assumed split re IM/EX matching potential 60% 40% 40% 60%

import-export 
match

no match 
available

import-export 
match

no match 
available

Metro IMT distance from Port - 30km 

Cost element

inherent rail  disadvantage at port (incl l ifts) $50 $50 $50 $50

import rail  transfer $22 $22 $45 $45

IMT lift $30 $30 $40 $40

PUD (incl return of empty) 1-5km $90 $130

PUD (return with loaded export) 1-5km $150 $90 $180 $130

IMT lift $30 $30 $40 $40

export rail  transfer $31 $0 $63 $0

inherent rail  disadvantage at port (incl l ifts) $50 $50 $50 $50

Total intermodal cost $364 $362 $468 $485

Road cost comparison $800 $420 $900 $480
Benefit - rail over road $436 $58 $432 -$5
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commercial incentives on the terminal operator (eg via land leases or terminal licence conditions).  
New greenfields port terminals will have more capacity for this inherent disadvantage to be 
minimized, eliminated or even reversed. 
  
Road freight cost estimates are derived from an actual freight rate tariff sheet published by one of the 
major wharf cartage operators in Fremantle.  Typically these costs vary with distance from the port.  
Road freight costs for cartage of 40-foot containers are only perhaps 15% higher than for 20-foot 
containers, whereas rail freight transit costs are effectively double, since a 40-foot container takes up 
the space of two 20-foot containers on the train.   
 
Road freight will remain somewhat more attractive for 40-foot containers than 20-footers due to this 
cost advantage of road transport over rail. 
 
At present the mix of 20-foot and 40-foot containers is as outlined in Table 26 below.  There is a clear 
difference between the fate of each type of import container.  Twenty-foot imports are more likely to 
find a matching export load than 40-foot containers.  The percentage of 20-foot imports which depart 
with an export load is 73%, while only 53% of 40-footers do so. 
 

Table 26 - container trade mix Fremantle 2017-18 and potential intermodal share 

 

Source – based on FPA trade data 
 
Thus the maximum number of TEUs (on 2018 volumes) where a full import/full export cycle on an 
intermodal service is available is 236,521 (producing 473,042 one-way rail TEU moves).  This assumes 
that all import unpacking locations are within 1-5kms of an IMT located around 30km or more from 
the port.  In practice, this is currently not the case, as a substantial percentage of imports are 
unpacked either at Rous Head or areas close to the port (between Canning Vale, Kwinana and 
Fremantle).  In future, however, an increasing share of import volume can be expected to be unpacked 
further away from the port and southern zone. 
 
This is not to assume that it will always be possible for an IMT operator to match an import move with 
an outgoing full export move.  This will depend on the scale of IMT operation and its mix of customers, 
as well as the locations of the various importers and exporters.  Equally, there will be intermodal 
moves of empty containers in addition to the full moves counted here, though these moves will be on 
the basis of lesser freight advantages. 
  

all

full empty total full empty total

import 123,313   13,582     136,895      244,298   12,178     256,476       393,371   
export 100,595   25,304     125,899      135,926   114,490   250,416       376,315   

total 223,908   38,886     262,794      380,224   126,668   506,892       769,686   

all   
imports

full 
exports

% 
completing 

cycle

all   
imports

full 
exports

% 
completing 

cycle

136,895   100,595   73% 256,476   135,926   53%

236,521   

473,042   Number of one-way moves potentially using the intermodal system

20 footers 40 footers
TEUs

Total import containers completing a full cycle (returning as full export)
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4.5 New intermodal terminal locations - findings 
 
As available volume grows with trade growth over time, more intermodal terminal capacity will be 
required.  Potential terminal operators are already seeking access to sites which could accommodate 
IMTs under future scenarios described above.  Once rail services become commercially road-
competitive without any subsidy, the value of industrial land at and near these IMT sites will increase. 
 
For intermodal services to become road-competitive and genuinely attractive to importers and 
exporters, the inefficiencies of the current system (especially at NQRT) will need to be removed via 
redesign at Inner Harbour, or greenfields level playing field conditions at the Outer Harbour. 
 
In addition to infrastructure improvements, it will be vital to ensure that a system for managing high 
numbers of train movements between the port terminal and multiple IMTs is developed, to allow all 
operators to maximise asset utilisation rates and loadings required to facilitate low intermodal prices.  
 
The cost of short haul freight for importers is typically not high compared to the value of the goods 
being moved.  The importer is often blind to the choice of road or rail taken by its logistics service 
providers.  The logistics providers will locate their depots and warehouses wherever the costs of land 
and transport dictate. 
 
Most freight being transferred through an efficient and comprehensive intermodal system will be 
consigned in large volumes by 3PLs and large integrated freight forwarders, in a similar model to the 
long distance intermodal market. 
 
The most desirable locations for these companies to set up facilities will be in outer areas where large 
lots of land close to arterial transport links can be made available at attractive prices.  Intermodal 
terminal management will most likely not be the key profit-generating activity on these sites.  Rather, 
the value will come through the rents available from warehousing and related services on leased land 
in an IMT precinct. 
 
New IMTs will ideally be quite large facilities which will provide for co-location of logistics enterprises, 
and most likely one or more large export customer.  It will be important to offer scale, and an 
import/export balance to ensure that two-way loading can be offered to the rail service provider.  
Scale is also important to provide bargaining power over shipping lines which control the treatment of 
empty containers, and facilitate the matching of import loads with export loads, so as to keep empty 
container trips to a minimum. 
 
As successful IMTs are constructed, new logistics capability will become available, as warehouses and 
depots develop on site or nearby.  This new capacity will have advantages of scale and intermodal 
freight access, and will compete effectively with similar facilities in older, more constrained areas.  As 
the metropolitan area expands, demand for intermodal services will grow in outer metropolitan areas 
more than in the inner areas. 
 
The IMTs will therefore need to be developed in locations which offer: 
 

• the ability to connect a new siding(s) to the freight network 
• surrounding industrial land suitable for 24/7 logistics operations 
• good arterial road links and access 
• large lot sizes 
• attraction to major export packing operations (such as grain, hay or mineral sands) 
• reasonable proximity to the broader manufacturing and distribution economy (ie in existing 

industrial zones) 
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The most likely areas offering this set of characteristics are in the arc between Kenwick and Midland, 
with Perth Airport’s northern section seemingly a prime location at this point in time. 
 
Depending on the timing of a move of the container port from Inner Harbour to Outer Harbour, an 
improved IMT in the Kwinana area might also be possible.  Once the Outer Harbour port is developed, 
however, a Kwinana IMT could become redundant.  (The role for a future port-located IMT at Latitude 
32 may emerge, depending on the eventual Outer Harbour port’s landside logistics design.)  
 
New industrial land releases should be marketed as suitable for logistics/distribution facilities, rather 
than genuine manufacturing or processing activities.  Moorebank in Sydney provides a template for 
this type of development.  The exception to this would be for export-oriented processors (such as 
barley malting), which aggregate large volumes of agricultural produce for processing and subsequent 
export of the processed product, and consequently would be very attractive intermodal clients in the 
IMT development area.  
 

4.6 Potential timeline for introduction of new IMT capacity 
Perth needs new intermodal terminals in order to accommodate expected growth in trade and the 
desired increase in rail modal share. At the same time, the operational and commercial governance 
parameters for the intermodal system must be firmly bedded down as a platform for growth. 
 
A potential framework for investment in the intermodal network is therefore laid out below 
 
4.6.1 System Development Phase  – (0-2 years) 
 

Establish intermodal system characteristics within which IMTs will operate, including: 
 

• Confirm port development options (Inner Harbour, transition to Outer Harbour or 
maintenance of both) 

• Provide for level playing field at port terminal(s) eg via stevedoring lease conditions and NQRT 
contract terms 

• Future extension, conclusion or redesign of subsidy system 
• Define pathing and port terminal ‘windows’ protocols 
• Investigate how technology can improve container handling at new OH port 
• Define role of Latitude 32 IMT in context of all port development and IM system options 
• Transition period towards shared train resources and central asset management as volume 

grows 
• Develop standards and protocols for approval and funding of new sidings  
• Terminal efficiency requirements (lifting rates, truck space, etc) 
• Define minimum train performance standards 
• Etc 

 
Determine policy on the nature and scale of government support for IMT infrastructure and 
operations, including: 
 

• Use of capital grants for connections and sidings 
• Purchase or provision of suitable IMT land for lease 
• Investment in gantries or other equipment 
• None of the above – leave it to the market to develop and fund IMTs 
• Etc 
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4.6.2 Terminal Development Phase (0-10 years) 
 

Priority / 
Timeframe 

Potential IMT 
Location 

Service to… Potential 
container 
volumes 

Recommendations 
for government 

0-2 years Kenwick Kenwick to 
Canning Vale 
area including 
Perth Markets 

100,000 TEUs Confirm operational 
capabilities in line 
with system plan 

Forrestfield / 
Perth Airport 
 
 

Welshpool to 
Hazelmere 

500,000 TEU Explore potential for 
Moorebank style 
business park 

2-5 years Muchea / 
Bullsbrook 
 
 
 
 

Bulk exporters, 
mining inputs 
hub 

200,000 TEU Take lead to 
integrate two 
discrete freight tasks 
into IM system 
model 

5-10 years Mundijong Bulk exporters 
eg mineral 
sands, general 
import freight 

200,000 TEU Identify economic 
conditions which 
would attract 
business to this area 
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